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Corrections&amendments

Author Correction: Tropical forests as drivers of lake carbon
burial

Leonardo Amora-Nogueira, Christian J. Sanders , Alex Enrich-Prast,
Luciana Silva Monteiro Sanders, Rodrigo Coutinho Abuchacra ,
Patricia F. Moreira-Turcq , Renato Campello Cordeiro, Vincent Gauci,
Luciane Silva Moreira, Fausto Machado-Silva , Renata Libonati ,
Thairiny Fonseca, Cristiane Nunes Francisco & Humberto Marotta

The original version of this article contained an error in the Abstract, which incorrectly read.
‘We find that humid tropical forest lake sediments are a disproportionately important

global OC sink of ~80 Tg C yr−1 with implications for climate change.’
The correct version replaces this sentence with
‘We find that humid tropical forest lake sediments are a disproportionately important

global OC sink of ~7.4 Tg C yr−1 with implications for climate change.’
The original version of this Article contained an error in the ‘Tropical drivers of OC

accumulation in lakes’ section, which incorrectly read.
‘Applying our recent OC burial rates to global lake area13 resulted in an estimated global

sink of 79 Tg C yr−1, which is equivalent to ~27% of estimated global carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions from lake waters to the atmosphere (i.e., 292 Tg C yr−1)20’

The correct version replaces this sentence with
‘Applying our recent OC burial rates to global lake area13 resulted in an estimated global

sink of 80 Tg C yr−1, which is equivalent to ~27% of estimated global carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions from lake waters to the atmosphere (i.e., 292 Tg C yr−1)20’

This has been corrected in both the PDF and HTML versions of the article.

Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License, which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or
format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a
link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other
third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons license, unless
indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not included in the article’s
Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or
exceeds the permitted use, youwill need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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